Institute of Asian and African Studies
Cross-sectional Department for Mediality and Intermediality in Asian and African Societies

Media, Social Movements and the New Middle Class in India

20 September 2014, 9 am - 4 pm

Workshop schedule

9:00-10:30
Mediatization of politics and the role of Muslims in the Telangana conflict in Andhra Pradesh

LORENZ GRAITL (Berlin Graduate School Muslim Cultures and Societies/Humboldt University Berlin)
Comments: MAITRAYEE CHAUDHURI (School of Social Sciences, Jawaharlal University, New Delhi)

Gender and the Vision of the 'Modern': Television and its Public

NANDITA BANERJEE DHAWAN (School of Women’s Studies, Jadavpur University, Kolkata)
Comments: FRITZI-MARIE TITZMANN (Institute of Indology and Central Asian Studies, University of Leipzig)

10:30-11:00 Coffee break

11:00-12:30
Networking, Media Activism and Media Practices by Dalits - Case Studies from Rajasthan, Delhi and Transnational Contexts

DHANYA FEE KOSCHORRECK (Institute of Asian and African Studies, Humboldt University Berlin)
Comments: JESNA JAYACHANDRAN (Department of Sociology, Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar)

“The Voice of the Youth”
Social media discussion following the Delhi gang rape case

FRITZI-MARIE TITZMANN (Institute of Indology and Central Asian Studies, University of Leipzig)
Comments: NANDITA BANERJEE DHAWAN (School of Women’s Studies, Jadavpur University, Kolkata)

12:30-13:30 Lunch break

13:30-14:30
Film presentation & discussion

ANOTHER POVERTY FILM (2012, 26min)
By FATHIMA NIZARUDDIN (Filmmaker & PhD Candidate, Westminster University, London)

14:30-16:00
Discussion Session: Teaching media related subjects in Berlin, Delhi and Kolkata

In this session, we aim at a lively exchange about the methods, theories and literature that we use at our respective universities and institutes in order to provide our students with suitable approaches to study media related social, cultural and political developments in contemporary Indian society.

Moderation: NADJA-CHRISTINA SCHNEIDER (Humboldt University Berlin)

Contact & registration: nadja-christina.schneider@asa.hu-berlin.de - Please register before Sep 13, 2014